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Product
Information and
Value Proposition

Manufacturing clean, quick and easy partitions
for personnel separation.

Features:

›

High light transmittance up to 93%

Manufactured using Acrylic, the Hygiene-Max product is

›

Safe Electricity Insulation

perfect for creating sneeze guards, barriers and partitions in

›

Waterproof & Moisture-proof

an office, retail or medical environment.

›

Made from non-toxic material

Acrylic is lightweight (half that of glass), strong (9 times

›

Chemical Resistant

stronger than glass), and is suitable for indoor or outdoor

›

High impact strength

use. Produced in a range of sizes and thicknesses we can
provide bulk quantities for most applications.

Applications:

Hygiene-Max sheets can be fabricated, moulded or folded

›

Sneeze Guards

into many shapes. Produced in Taiwan & Malaysia, we can

›

Personnel Barriers

supply high volumes with short lead times. We serve North

›

Partitioning

America, Europe, Asia, Australasia and the Pacific.

›

Room Segments

›

Exhibition signage

Freestanding Guard
- HD1
The most common freestanding sneeze-guard, the HD1, is a
professional looking design suitable for most retail counters. It is a
mobile, freestanding screen and easy to assemble.

Options:

›

Available Screen Sizes are 800x600 (pictured) & 1200x800

›

Optional Cut-out; 180Wx200H (small screen) or 400Wx250H (large screen)

›

Custom coloured feet for large quantities

Cast Acrylic Sheet

Cast acrylic is produced by infusing the liquid acrylic into glass moulds
to form the sheet.

Thickness options:

›

3mm, 4.5mm, 6mm, 8mm, 10mm, 12mm, 15mm

Max Width:

›

1.2m

Max Length:

›

2.4m

Available Colours:

›

Clear, Frosted, Tinted to any colour.

Custom Solution Design Expertise
Benefit from over 70 years of hands-on experience in casting,
extrusion, fabrication and assembly - with our R&D team of 6.
Over this time, we’ve developed best-practice product
development methodology. Contact us to talk about a custom
solution for your business.

Advantages:

›

In-house CAD design

›

Connected to an expansive network of technical experts

›

Kiwi ingenuity
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